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Abstract: Addressing climate change and the collapse of ecosystems without threatening
the economy, while simultaneously improving the well-being of all people and ensuring
social justice and equality, seems to be the largest challenge in the history of mankind. So
far, all the efforts to address growing environmental and human problems through
technological solutions and policy measures have been largely outpaced by growing
population and increasing consumption levels. Therefore, an understanding of the essential
driving forces and complexities of consumption, and of how environmental impacts from
rising consumption can be reduced, is becoming increasingly important. This
understanding can be achieved by analyzing not only economic frameworks, political
settings, business models, and technological innovations, but also social norms,
psychological factors, and collective and individual decision-making processes. This
article, Part I, provides a meta-analysis of the main political, economic, technological, and
business drivers of contemporary consumption and offers a systematic discussion of the
relevance of these factors for the instigation of change towards sustainable patterns and
levels of consumption. The main conclusion from Part I and II is that a systems-thinking
approach is required in order to understand how various political, technical, social,
economic, and psychological drivers overlap and influence each other in creating our
consumer society.
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1. Introduction
It is becoming increasingly clear that consumption patterns and levels are as responsible for the
deteriorating state of the environment as production patterns. Until recently, environmental debates
have mainly focused on improving the efficiency of production processes and products. However,
many studies now demonstrate the significant contribution of consumption to the overall
environmental impact of our society [1,2]. Therefore, addressing the environmental consequences of
our daily purchasing choices and of macro-level consumption patterns is becoming an important focal
point of research and societal efforts. However, before engaging in the discourse on possible strategies
for reducing environmental impacts, it is important to understand the reasons behind the current
consumption patterns and levels, the main drivers for consumption, and the main barriers for people
and various actors in society to shift towards more sustainable consumption patterns and levels.
The main goal of this paper is to map out, from a multi-disciplinary perspective, the most critical
factors that have influenced and shaped contemporary consumption patterns and levels. The secondary
goal is to understand how the knowledge of factors shaping consumption can be useful for discussing
strategies for achieving sustainable consumption.
Part I of the paper analyzes formal institutional factors, which are seen as influencing consumption
from economic, political, technological innovation, and business perspectives, and their implications
for the discourse on sustainable consumption. Part II of the paper analyzes the social and
psychological factors that shape the consumption patterns of individuals and groups.
2. Economic Framework
The economic framework within which our society operates influences the way we consume and
produce. But who defines the principles on which the economic framework is based? For the last
couple of centuries, classical and neoclassical economics provided such principles. One of these is the
consumer sovereignty principle [3]. According to this principle, the tastes and preferences of
consumers are given and cannot be influenced from outside; they can only be efficiently satisfied by
the market. According to the neoclassical perspective, policy makers should be reluctant to instigate
measures that intervene in consumers‘ sovereignty and should treat the consumption domain as being
beyond the reach of legal influence. Consumer sovereignty is often used to justify the deficit of
consumption-oriented policies, even though the notion per se is disputed. First of all, according to
other schools of thought, tastes and preferences do change in the long term under the influence of
education, advertising and cultural assumptions [4], as well as social norms and infrastructure.
Secondly, there are examples of governmental intervention in consumer choice when it comes to
consumption of, for example, tobacco, pornography, drugs, and firearms: government regulation of
such markets is justified on the grounds of these products‘ impacts on health and safety. Similarly,
governments can interfere in markets of product groups that have significant environmental impacts;
this is already done in some cases, e.g., PCB or asbestos use. They can become even more involved in
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issues of choice editing, assisting or prompting businesses to remove the most environmentally
damaging products from the market [5]. However, such interference into the sphere of products that
have adverse environmental effects is often criticized by industry representatives.
According to neoclassical economics, one of the main drivers of consumption is the insatiable need
of individuals to maximize their utility, which is achieved through a process of choosing among
alternatives available on the market [6-8]. Consumer choice is in turn influenced by income, price, and
the time available for shopping [9]. Thus, policy makers and businesses have a possibility of
influencing consumers‘ demands, and thereby shape consumption patterns and levels, by influencing
prices and income levels. This understanding leads to the proliferation of financial mechanisms in the
economic sphere, e.g., taxes, subsidies, etc.
Level of income greatly influences consumption levels; ability to earn depends on personal skills,
the amount of time for work, and how well the skills are applied (i.e., labor productivity). Of course,
income level also depends on the type of work chosen or available. For example, an advertising
executive may earn ten-times as much as a teacher with the same level of skills, qualifications and
hours of work. Generally, higher incomes are possible as workers‘ qualifications increase, and as
technological improvements provide higher labor and resource productivity. Higher labor and resource
productivity reduce manufacturing costs and the final prices of products and services. Since levels of
consumption are linked to the available budget, consumers are assumed to be interested in increasing
personal incomes as a means of increasing their happiness. However, Easterlin [10] suggested that
happiness did not depend on absolute, but on relative income—one‘s income level compared to the
level of income of one‘s reference group. If there is a surplus between one‘s income and expenditure,
then increasing income may also have another contribution to consumption in the form of savings. In
this case, the excess income is turned into savings, which eventually end up as investments, further
contributing to economic growth. Shifting income to leisure time (working fewer hours for a reduced
income and having more leisure time) has been named as one of the potential areas for governments to
address unsustainable consumption [11-13].
Consumption is also stimulated by competitive financial institutions offering attractive credits to
consumers. Research demonstrates the direct correlation between residential prices and consumption
growth, since people tend to borrow money using the value of their homes as collateral [14,15]. In
many countries, this situation leads to the accumulation of consumer debt [16]. The misuse of credit
can lead to personal and national budget overshoot and result in personal bankruptcies or
(inter)national financial crises. There is thus a need to rethink the social costs of using personal credit
to stimulate consumption [5].
Another important factor that influences consumption is working hours. Along with increasing
personal incomes, productivity growth could (in theory) reduce work time and provide more
opportunities for leisure. The reduction of working hours does take place (e.g., in most of the countries
in Western Europe), but at a rate that is far below productivity growth, and in some countries, e.g.,
Japan and USA, working hours tend to increase, sometimes followed by increasing incomes. Higher
incomes and less free time may lead to increasing consumption, e.g., buying different time-saving
energy-using devices, restaurant meals, or toys for children to compensate for lack of time spent with
them [17]. On the other hand, the question of whether time gained from shorter working hours is spent
on non-commoditized activities or on more consumption is still debatable, e.g., [18] vs. [19]. Shop
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opening hours are another time-related factor that directly influence consumption patterns and levels,
by increasing the flexibility of the shopping experience. Studies show that despite the advent of
convenience shops and online shopping, an average American consumer spends about 38 minutes
shopping for consumer goods per day [20]. Having suitable shopping hours is therefore an important
factor that affects when, what, where, and at what price products are consumed. For example, the
changing lifestyles of modern consumers, toward becoming more flexible and harried, mean that nighttime supermarkets are highly appreciated by parts of the population [21].
Although seeing consumption as a proxy for well-being is one of the main drivers of consumption,
a growing number of scholars suggest that material wealth fails to provide happiness. In fact, the
opposite seems to be true. Social life and leisure suffer as one‘s time and energy are directed toward
obtaining more money and material goods [22-25]. Indeed, many consumers in modern industrialized
countries feel trapped in a work-and-spend cycle where they are trying to compensate excessive stress
and a widening social and cultural vacuum through increasing consumerism [26].
To summarize, it seems that ―economics in its mainstream neoclassical form is failing to provide an
intellectually coherent explanation of economic reality, especially with regard to such issues as the
nature of markets, environmental degradation, persistent poverty, and household production, and is
therefore responsible for much flawed policy advice‖ [27]. It is also clear that neoclassical economics
has failed to provide an understanding of people in their role as consumers and citizens that is useful
for policy development in the field of sustainability. Other schools of economics, such as ecological
economics or behavioral economics, might provide useful insights for developing policies addressing
sustainable consumption.
3. Policies and Policy Instruments
One important factor in modern consumption patterns is the regulatory setting. Public policy, as one
of the important institutions, shapes nearly all consumer decisions through its influence on different
aspects of everyday life—from a simple permit to sell a product, to regulating prices of products and
services. Policies and policy instruments may have direct or indirect influence on consumption
patterns and levels. For example, consumer policy directly influences consumption by aiming to
protect consumer sovereignty and consumer rights for access to products and services of decent quality
that do not aversely affect human health [28]. These goals are specifically defined in the European
Consumer Policy strategy for 2007–2013 as to ―equip … the consumer with the skills and tools to
fulfil their role in the modern economy; [to make] markets deliver for them and [to ensure] effective
protection from the risks and threats they cannot tackle as individuals‖ [29]. Although Consumer
policy plays an extremely important role for securing fair and equitable access to goods and services
across the EU, it has been criticized for lacking ambition with regard to addressing total levels of
consumption, although the recent communication acknowledged that the European Consumer Policy
―can provide the market tools to empower citizens, as consumers, to make sustainable environmental
choices‖ [29].
Innovation policy is an example of policy that indirectly influences consumption by promoting
technical innovations at national and regional levels [30]. It supports and stimulates the emergence of
new products, thereby indirectly contributing to increased consumption. On the other hand, innovation
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leads to the emergence of more environmentally sound products, which reduces the impacts of
products. However, it has been shown that efficiency improvements are often compensated for by
increased levels of consumption—the so-called rebound effect [31-33]. Another important feature of
the innovation process is its speed, which seems to be increasing in the last decades, urging consumers
to buy new products even if old versions are still functional [34]. Innovation as a process is also
sometimes responsible for creating ―artificial‖ human needs by inventing products that are not
―originally‖ demanded by the market: ―technological advances are creating needs that people learn to
feel when being faced with new products‖ ([35]: p. 41). However, once a technical solution has been
developed, marketing and advertising are used to create needs and wants for it among consumers.
Innovation policy supports and protects supply-side driven innovation and often lacks a
comprehensive understanding of consumption processes within environmental limits, primarily
because these issues are simply outside its main focus area. Innovation policy has, therefore, received
significant criticism in recent years from environmental and sustainability scientists [36].
Trade policies accelerate resource extraction and consumption by connecting countries and regions
rich in natural resources (typically economically developing countries with low consumption levels) to
countries of high demand for these resources (typically economically developed countries with high
consumption levels). The current trade system thus reinforces the unequal distribution and
consumption of resources in the world. In addition to inequality issues, the current trade heavily relies
on transport of these resources and goods as the distances between the resources and consumers have
drastically increased in the past several decades [37].
When looking at these policies from a perspective of sustainable consumption, it becomes clear that
both trade policy and innovation policy are often based on the growth mentality, without consideration
for the limits of non-renewable resources and the assimilating capacity of the Earth.
In addition to policies, there are a number of policy instruments that directly or indirectly affect
consumption. Their design also mainly relies on the consumer behavior model of neoclassical
economics: that inappropriate price signals and a lack of trustworthy and authoritative information are
the main barriers to a more sustainable behavior in consumers, who would otherwise be committed to
the goals of sustainable development. Therefore, a range of consumption-oriented policy instruments
have been developed based on these assumptions. The majority of them focus on adjusting for market
failures by providing more accurate information to consumers (e.g., ecolabeling and awareness raising
campaigns) and in a few cases, by correcting prices through taxes and charges.
The level of taxes on various products and services clearly influences the final price, and thereby
directly affects consumption patterns and levels. One example is the difference in mobility patterns
between Europe and the USA, which can be partially explained by the tax system on fuels. According
to many studies, European taxes on gasoline resulted in a more energy-efficient vehicle fleet, less
driving, and more extended use of public transport systems [38]. Taxes and charges are quite effective
instruments for changing consumer behavior, compared to, for example, information-based
instruments [39]. They can contribute to sustainable consumption by incorporating the environmental
and social costs of products and processes into final prices [40] and by taxing environmentally
damaging products and activities [41-43]. This would have an effect on both industries and consumers,
and would make environmentally and socially responsible choices economically beneficial and
normalized in society. On the other hand, taxes as an economic instrument often face the problem of
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public acceptance, e.g., [44] and heavy business lobbying. This explains why the internalization of
environmental and social costs, or Ecological Tax Reform [45], although being discussed for more
than a decade now, is still in its early stage of implementation. Studies demonstrate that
―environmental policy packages‖ tend to have a more significant effect on individual behavior when
implemented in combination with investments in related environmental services‖ [46]. For example, in
the area of transport, fuel tax and congestion charges tend to have a greater influence on people‘s
behavior when complemented by investments in public transport services, such as bicycle paths
and buses.
Ecolabeling and similar information tools face a difficulty in that consumers have been shown to
become easily confused by the amount and the diversity of the information [47,48]. In addition,
sociological and environmental studies demonstrate that provision of information does not necessarily
lead to changes in attitudes, and even when it does, the change in attitudes does not always translate
into behavior change [49,50]. Campaigns, especially the so-called ―simple and painless‖ campaigns,
can also give the false impression that by taking small steps, big changes can be realized. This is
however not supported by scientific evidence, which demonstrates that if ―everyone does a little, we‘ll
achieve only a little‖ [51]. Finally, a major weakness of information instruments, and specifically of
awareness-raising campaigns, stems from the complexity of individuals‘ interactions with society and
with institutions and infrastructures that are largely not conducive to living sustainable lifestyles [52].
More details on the effectiveness of information instruments can be found in Part II of this study.
More comprehensive policy studies demonstrate that there is a lack of policy instruments which
directly shape consumption into a more sustainable direction [39]. At best, these instruments shape
consumption patterns by propagating markets of green products. The first decades of environmental
policy have largely failed to acknowledge the pivotal role of changing consumers‘ lifestyles and
consumption levels. Instead, policy focused solely on consumers‘ patterns of purchasing goods and
services, i.e., policy only promoted green products rather than sustainable ways of life with
significantly lower environmental impacts from consumption. Seeing people only as consumers, means
that consumer decisions to delay or avoid purchase—to stay away from shopping and the market
economy—are not taken into consideration [53]. This also robs people of another alternative—to
satisfy their needs in less materialistic ways and to aspire to personal development rather than to
―keeping up with the Jones‖. The current policy instruments for sustainable consumption are limited to
the choices consumers can make within the formal market. This means that people who are unable,
cannot afford to, or are simply not willing to participate in the market have little opportunity to be
heard [52].
4. Technological Innovation
The Industrial Revolution was one of the most important drivers for reaching current standards of
living and levels of consumption, and technological innovation undoubtedly played a key role in it.
The increase in work productivity achieved through the specialization of labor and technological
modernization led to a giant leap in production output of both industry and agriculture, which in turn
enabled increased consumption levels. Since 1750 the global industrial output has increased by a factor
of 100, and in the last hundred years, output has grown 40-fold [54]. Since the population increased at
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a much slower pace, this meant a steep increase in per capita consumption levels. Scientific and
technological innovation contributed to this process in three ways [55] by:


Replacing labor with capital, resources, and energy, leading to increased labor productivity and
rising levels of per capita production and consumption;



Developing a large number of new products and services that did not exist before, and the need
for which was not apparent until they had been designed;



Increasing the efficiency of production processes, leading to decreasing costs of goods and
services, thereby stimulating their consumption.

Specifically, the development of general-purpose technologies, such as electricity, the internal
combustion engine, and communication technology, triggered consumption [56]. Developments in
medical science and technology have also indirectly increased consumption levels by decreasing infant
mortality, lengthening life expectancy, and by introducing new drugs and increasing possibilities for
medical intervention [57]. Technological development led to increases in population in industrialized
countries during the 19th–20th centuries, but recently, technology transfer to developing countries has
been named as the main cause of the global population explosion [58]. Specifically, energy
technologies are responsible for population increase [59].
To keep the economic wheel turning and to satisfy the growing number of consumers with the
growing number of products per capita, production systems were and are being made increasingly
efficient in terms of labor productivity, but have experienced a much slower increase in resource
productivity, with consequent adverse impacts in the form of increased resource extraction and
escalating pollution to the environment. The current system of mass production develops and
manufactures relatively short-life products [60], with planned obsolescence becoming a science in its
own right. For example, cars can potentially be designed and built to last 30 years [61], but the average
life time of a modern car is about 10–15 years—they have become fashion items, as have many other
products. The positive effect of shortening life cycles is that replacement products might be more
efficient. However, looking at the car market, fuel efficiency only started to improve in the last few
years and thus upgrading of cars before this time can hardly be justified from the resource use
perspective. Designing products for durability, repair, and reuse is not economical, as labor costs in
developed countries are prohibitively high, while costs of resources are relatively low. A study
demonstrated that during 1981–1994 the price of new TVs increased by 20%, while the cost of repair
work rose by over 150% ([62]: p. 20). The result of this is that people generally find it cheaper, easier,
and more attractive to replace a faulty item by buying a new product, rather than researching how to
repair it.
The market mechanism usually helps to move a good from the realm of expensive novelty to the
realm of affordable mass products, which enables consumption levels to increase. Practice shows that
wealthy individuals are more likely to consume luxury items and are typically early adopters of a new
technology, absorbing the initially high costs of innovation. As soon as the market for the early
adopters (usually wealthier consumers) saturates, the manufacturers may choose to lower their profit
margins or produce similar, but simpler and cheaper products in order to reach the mass
consumer [63]. For example, a car was a luxury item in early 1920s, but became affordable to larger
groups of American and European consumers as incomes grew in the 1950–1960s.
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As technological improvements are made, the price of new technologies drops and demand
increases, allowing the suppliers to benefit from economies of scale. As production volumes increase,
so does competition, which further presses down prices, making products more affordable and
available to the masses. This leads to an increasing number of products per households. For example,
―electronic devices are a growing part of our lives and many of us can count between 20 and 30
separate items in our homes, from major items like televisions to a host of small gadgets‖ [64]. In
addition, households may now own several identical items: more than one phone and computer, TV,
and DVD-player, gaming machine, etc.
Technologies generated as stand-alone products at first, may later give rise to a number of support
products or to new product systems, infrastructures, social practices, institutions, and even entire
cultures. For example, ―the purchase of a new iPod may lead to the recognition of a need for
accessories, such as a dock, attachment for the car, or a carrying case‖ ([65]: p. 108).
Both scientific and technological innovation can greatly contribute to creating a more sustainable
society. However, we should remember that technology is a double-edged sword: it can serve both
constructive and destructive purposes. As demonstrated above, technological innovation is a cause of
increasing standards of living across the globe, but is also a reason for increased population and
increased levels of consumption. However, technology has an important role to play in reducing both
population growth and the negative impacts of consumption. For example, science and technology can
play a crucial role in developing and providing effective birth control methods that can prevent
population increases. This suggests that technological innovations need to be governed with awareness
of moral codes and by prioritizing the common societal good.
New R&D and innovative technologies are emerging on a daily basis; nanotechnology, medical
science, new chemicals, and new composite materials; new products and production processes. So far,
however, technological innovation and the policies for promoting it have been largely focused on
R&D spending and on subsidizing specific technologies without much consideration for their impacts
on sustainability. National systems of innovation tend to be guided by goals of maximizing
competitiveness, rather than by sustainability goals [66]. Thus, a more coherent approach to innovation
for a low-carbon sustainable society is needed, including a greater focus on improving the resource
efficiency of products and product systems. Together with acknowledging the power of technology, its
limitations should not be forgotten, and measures to tackle unsustainable patterns and levels of
consumption involving people‘s aspirations, values, and behaviors need to be devised.
5. Infrastructure
Urban planning and construction policies steer public investment in infrastructure and thereby have
a significant influence on consumption patterns. Infrastructure is an essential enabling factor for
growth of consumption. Its development is partially linked to the cycles of innovation and partially to
the changes in demographic trends within society. The latest innovation cycle seems to have emerged
in the 1990s and is associated with the innovation of information and communication technologies,
and consequently, with the rapid development of related infrastructure [5].
Infrastructure has been seen as both a constraint [67] and a driver of consumption [68-70]. The very
nature of infrastructural networks can explain this duality: stability and access on the one hand and rigidity
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and lock-in on the other. Infrastructure is comprised of collective socio-technical systems that are
accessible for many users and supported or run by many actors. These systems include mechanisms for the
provision of water and sewerage, electricity, and mechanisms for waste management, telephone lines, etc.
[71]. The systems usually require consumption in their own right, according to Warde [69], whilst
encouraging further consumption of associated products. They create mutual ―pathways of
dependency‖ [72] between social and technical parts, between users and providers, between
investments and long pay-back periods, between the present and the future. Large investments into
these systems stimulate the natural desire of the investors to increase their use or their consumption in
order to accelerate return on their investments. In addition to these features, infrastructure has a
relatively long life. Therefore, systems of provision may, at a certain point of time, become a barrier to
change. This relates to road and bridge networks, as much as to communication lines and electricity
grids. One example that can illustrate how infrastructure becomes a burden to society is the telephone
landlines network in industrialized countries. With market saturation of mobile phones, the traditional
landlines are becoming outdated. It is therefore a strategy for developing countries to leapfrog the
stage of infrastructure development for telephone lines and directly invest in mobile network systems.
The idea of pathways of dependency shares certain similarities with the idea proposed by Sanne on
―lock-ins‖ [73]. The lock-in notion highlights how daily practices, technologies, and systems of
provision are locked into each other and shape consumption patterns and levels. The most exemplary
and interlinked areas are housing and mobility. The existing settlement structure and associated
planning procedures for the construction of new cities shape people‘s behaviour for many years to
come. In turn, people‘s wants and needs also affect the settlement structures. For example, many
people prefer living in low-density one-family housing, and this is one of the main contributors to
urban sprawl. This facilitates the development of highly dispersed communities, and consequently
affects the distances travelled by people between home, work, shopping centres, and other facilities.
Covering these distances largely relies on using private cars, and sometimes several cars per family.
A widespread car culture enables retailers to move premises to city outskirts reachable mainly by
car, thereby creating social inequality by restricting access to shops for car-less people. This move also
deteriorates city centres and shifts shopping, as well as cultural life, to shopping malls, since nowadays
they also incorporate cinemas, ice ranges, and bowling halls.
People do not usually have much choice but to use the available infrastructure [74]. Even when
people want to live more sustainably, they sometimes find themselves ―locked-in‖ to existing patterns
of behaviour by the infrastructure around them, as well as by economic regulations, such as taxation,
subsidies etc. that promote certain patterns of behaviour over others [68,71]. For example, various
subsidies to the aviation industry ensure that flying is a cheaper alternative to rail or bus travel in many
situations, thereby encouraging more unsustainable transport and tourism. One of the important
barriers to changing existing infrastructures is, of course, the actors behind these infrastructures, who
aim to maximize the return on their investments into the infrastructures. Another consideration is the
image created and associated with some infrastructures. Some consumer studies show that people
perceive being at the airport as exciting, while the same is not often mentioned about other means of
transport [75]. Train stations are seldom perceived as exciting; they are often associated with dirt,
noise, and homeless people. Thus, if travelling by buses or trains is to become a viable alternative,
investments need to be made not only into hardware—the infrastructure itself, but also into the
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marketing of these means of transportation as cool and modern, emphasizing benefits for people and
the environment.
On the other hand, recent ideas of distributed, localized economies are built on totally different
principles than those that underpin current infrastructures. In these new systems, people are viewed as
active participants in both production and consumption—as the so-called co-providers of utility. The
current large-scale, centralized, or highly hierarchical systems of provisions (electricity, water, waste
management, etc.) are transformed into small-scale distributed systems of production and consumption
that might be interconnected and sell utility to the central network [76]. Examples of these new
distributed systems can be found within the energy sector, where communities or individual
households install photovoltaic cells or wind power units, or use geothermal energy to produce
electricity that covers household needs, with excess sold to the central electricity grid, often at a fixed
price that guarantees the individual producer the price, and allows concrete planning of pay-back time
for the investment [77].
An important role of sustainable infrastructure is to enable, support, and normalize more sustainable
lifestyles. Sustainable infrastructure, with the support of proper policies, should ensure that consumers
have the possibility of spending their money on more energy-efficient, low-carbon and
socially-responsible infrastructure systems. However, as long as decisions regarding infrastructure are
made to satisfy the private interests of a few stakeholders, rather than the long-term societal goals of
sustainability and prosperity for all, change towards more sustainable infrastructure is unlikely. Some
recent studies depict scenarios of how life in a decarbonised world might look and what kind of
infrastructural changes might be needed [78].
6. Business Factors
In the classical market economy, the main goal of business is to make money by continuously
increasing sales of products and services, linking the volume of profit to the number of products sold.
The traditional business model is being perfected all the time to reduce all the expensive inputs and to
find various ways of stimulating consumption. As a result, several characteristic features of the current
market economy can be identified:


linear economy supported by the throwaway mentality of producers and consumers that is
based on economies of scale of both production and consumption,



planned obsolescence: manufacturing of short lived average or low quality products, and



stimulation of ever-growing consumer demand for new products and services.

The emphasis of the market economy on efficient process technologies has led to an enormous
increase in labor productivity—on average, a factor of 20 in 150 years [79]—but on the other hand, this
emphasis on market economy has not resulted in anywhere near the same level of increase in resource
productivity, leading to the current global environmental problems. Planned obsolescence, which is
―the production of goods with uneconomically short useful lives so that customers will have to make
repeat purchases‖ [80] is the main building block of the throwaway mentality that turns the wheel of
the modern economies. Proponents of planned obsolescence argue that short lived products, which
could ultimately serve as a driver for economic growth, may be a necessary condition for technological
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progress and that a pattern of rapidly deteriorating products and fast innovation may be preferred to
long-lasting products and slow innovation [81]. ―Any method that can motivate the flow of
merchandise to new buyers will create jobs and work for industry and hence national prosperity. Our
custom of trading in our automobiles every year, of having a new refrigerator, vacuum cleaner, or
electric iron every three or four years is economically sound‖ [82].
Some experts [83,84], supported by a handful of businesses, e.g., Xerox, DuPont, and Interface,
propagate a closed-loop economy, designing for long life, as well as design strategies for durability
and recycling. Others propagate the so-called service economy as an alternative to the throwaway
society [85], in which negative economic impacts from slower throughput of products are offset by
repair services, reuse of products, and remanufacturing activities. In practice, however, there is little
happening that could indicate that the shift to the service economy or widespread remanufacturing
activities is taking place.
On the contrary, we are witnessing the emergence of ever-shortening fashion cycles with companies
and retailers advertising new clothing collections every week. New business models have also been
developed to stimulate increasing consumption by expanding the main principles of successful
production into the consumption sphere: efficiency, predictability, calculability, and control [86]. This
trend has been coined McDonaldization by Ritzer [87] and is based on the idea of rationalization that
was developed by classical sociological theorist Max Weber [88], who predicted the extension of
rationalization from production to other spheres of life, including consumption. Similar ideas
reflecting commoditization, rationalization, and globalization of business models and consumption
patterns can be found under the names of McDisneyfication [89] and Coca-Colonization [90]. Another
business model that promotes mass consumption is the model for fast moving consumer goods in the
discount branch. This model is characterized by a relatively limited choice of products offered at a
discounted rate. The continued growth of the discount retail branch indicates that in some spheres of
consumption, consumers prefer less choice and lower prices.
Governments can help by supporting innovative business models that are not necessarily built on
the premise of selling more material products, but on the idea of creating value and generating profit
from satisfying consumer needs through access to, and use of, products [91]. One way to do this is to
extend producer responsibility along the entire product life cycle. This would reposition consumers as
users, where rather than being purchased, products are hired/leased/rented for as long as the product is
needed. A common name for a broad range of innovative business models that are built on this
principle is product-service systems (PSS) [92]. Examples of product-service systems already exist in
many sectors: car sharing, washing services, chemical management services, demand-side
management, least cost planning, etc.
In PSS, consumers pay not to buy material goods, but to use them. Ownership and consumer
satisfaction still go hand-in-hand for the majority of people (e.g., car ownership versus use of public
transport). Thus, the right package of stimulating and discouraging measures is key to make progress.
In this way, there is a decoupling of business profits and consumer spending from material flows in
society. This means that low-price, average quality products, with low margins for producers, can be
replaced by fewer, high quality products that act as capital assets for producers since they generate
functional units, for which consumers are paying. This model thus creates an incentive for producers to
design durable products and to foresee product return for disposal, meaning that design for
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remanufacturing and cradle-to-cradle becomes a profitable and natural business [93]. In this way, a
cyclic economy can be created with much slimmer material flows and associated environmental and
social impacts, and with much lower emissions (since producers can afford to design environmentally
sound goods and consumers can afford to pay for using them). The cyclic economy presents a new
sphere in each sector of manufacturing, which has the potential to re-create value and create jobs.
However, ecological tax reform is needed to stimulate PSS business models and a closed-loop
economy, since they are labor intensive—and current labor costs and taxes on labor are very high in
most industrialized countries compared to resources; in the EU, in excess of 80% of all taxes are
income related [94]. The proposal to shift the tax burden from labor to environmental impact and
resources creates a win-win situation for employment and for reduced resource use, by encouraging
business innovation in energy and resource efficiency.
Together with policies for a more sustainable and low-carbon economy, it is important that
governments stimulate environmentally and socially responsible businesses that not only improve their
own performance by greening their sites and products, but which also stimulate changes upstream and
downstream in the supply chain.
7. Marketing and Advertising
Today, consumer choices are strongly influenced by media, advertising, and the behavior of
celebrities [95,96]. With the increasing consumer exposure to different media channels, such as radio,
television, newspapers, and the Internet, the power of media to shape consumer preferences is steadily
increasing. Even other cultural media that are not directly associated with advertising, such as public
debate, popular music and movies, the visual arts and novels, all shape the way we consume and how
we relate to material products.
Besides the increasing pressure and the sheer volume of the advertising industry, there are ongoing
changes in the advertising messages and how they are transferred to the simultaneously changing
target audience. First of all, the nature of needs that ought to be satisfied by the advertising industry is
changing. Since the basic needs of most people in modern industrialized economies are being largely
fulfilled, there is a need to continuously create new needs (more information about this phenomenon
can be found in Part II of the study). In this task, the role of technological development and innovation
is irreplaceable. Designers from a number of IT and white goods companies have revealed that often, a
technical solution is invented, and then advertising and marketing is used to create a need
among consumers that this invention satisfies, leading to increased consumption of the often
material inventions.
As a result of the need to continuously stimulate higher consumption levels, the nature of marketing
and advertising is changing. Previously, advertising mostly focused on product performance.
Nowadays, advertisement aims to create consumers who are unsatisfied with what they have and
therefore advertising increasingly targets feelings, rather than providing information. From being
solely a push strategy, advertising is becoming more and more of a pull strategy, e.g., buzz
marketing [97]: capturing the attention of consumers and the media to the point where talking about a
brand becomes entertaining, fascinating, newsworthy, and desirable. To support this trend, advertising
is changing from being mainly verbal to being more visual [98]. Selling feelings rather than
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information is closely linked to another trend of thinking: that not merely products are being sold, but
entire lifestyles. Together with the advertisements of specific goods, entire lifestyles and spaces are
being advertised; brand names become associated with certain lifestyles, e.g., the Zara or Laura Ashley
lifestyle, and companies sell different product lines from clothes to furniture, home styling products,
etc. to represent a certain lifestyle. The result is that often, the marketing strategy of products is a
stronger determinant of success than product quality [99].
The advertising industry is also expanding its audience, diversifying to children [100] and
re-developing gender differences, which creates a playing field for developing and selling products
customized for the different target audiences. For example, according to Schor [101], an
average 10-year-old has memorized about 400 brands, the average kindergartner can identify
some 300 logos, and already from the age of two, kids are ―bonded to brands‖: a two-year old, while
not being able to recognize a letter M, has no problem recognizing the golden arches of the
McDonalds sign [102].
One of the latest additions to the marketing portfolio is the employment of neuroscience, which
enables marketers to understand how consumer decisions are made, even when consumers themselves
cannot explain their behavior [65]. One impetus for the application of neuroscience in marketing is that
consumers are overloaded with information: ―consumers are overwhelmed by commercial messages,
and advertisers know it‖ ([65]: p. 103). Marketers and advertisers are turning to neuroscience to make
sure their advertisement reaches the correct part of the brain, and does not get lost within the constant
stream of ―marketing noise‖.
To help address the problem of ―marketing noise‖, and to safeguard the truthfulness of the
information contained in advertising and marketing, policy measures have been introduced in recent
years in many countries to ensure that the consumer information on the market is correct and not
misleading. One of the latest additions in this respect is the EU Directive 2006/114/EC concerning
misleading and comparative advertising [103]. The latest area that this type of legislation covers is the
environmental and ethical claims of companies. It is usually consumer protection agencies that police
such claims.
The marketing and advertising strategies currently used to promote non-sustainable consumption
patterns could just as easily be used to promote environmentally sound products and more sustainable
lifestyles. Advertising tends to be commissioned by businesses, and in turn, many of those businesses
rely on high volume sales of material products. It is therefore unsurprising that current advertising and
marketing encourages high levels of material consumption. Those companies that have redefined their
business models and started promoting alternatives, such as product-service systems, have an
alternative message that focuses on increasing value-added for the customer, improving customer
satisfaction through establishing long-term relations with them, and securing the function provision for
as long as it is required by the customer.
Advertising and marketing are perhaps the most powerful tools that can be employed to create
attractive visions of more sustainable futures and lifestyles, products and services, as well as to educate
and engage consumers on how to translate these visions into everyday practices. Many examples
demonstrate the power of media and advertising in creating more sustainable societies [104]. ―If
television could transform the entire planet into a global materialistic consumer culture within
just 50 years, it could also be used to efficiently promote alternative, non-materialistic lifestyles and
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sustainable consumption. Of course, this would require major changes in the control of mass media
and, as discussed below, is likely to be met with strong resistance by many powerful special interests‖
(Huesemann and Huesemann 2008: p. 815).
8. Conclusions
Humanity finds itself in a state of great distress: environmental problems are escalating, disparities
between people are widening, and the ecosystem-services the Earth provides are diminishing.
Technological solutions that were supposed to solve environmental problems are often outpaced by the
increasing consumption levels of the growing minority of the world‘s population belonging to the
consumer society, who frenetically search for sources of new experiences, pleasures, and joys. This
paper attempted to describe some of the factors that influence consumer behavior and consumption
choices, and the relevance of these factors for instigating changes toward sustainable consumption.
Sociological, psychological, and other factors shaping the social fabric of our society are discussed in
Part II of the study.
In order to answer these difficult questions about the ‗good life‘ and the course of human progress,
it is useful to try to understand the underlying reasons behind people‘s behavior in relation to
consumption. This is especially important for policy makers devising environmental and sustainability
policies, since consumption levels and patterns seems to be constant stumbling blocks for progress
towards a sustainable society.
This study analyzed a large number of forces that act at institutional and individual levels, which
influence each other and affect the way people perceive themselves, their aspirations, and how they
undertake and react to changes that might be necessary for achieving a more sustainable society. One
of the unsurprising conclusions is that understanding the forces that influence and shape consumption
is an incredibly complicated task. Although consumption behavior is complex, failure to address it will
result in a failure to bring about the necessary changes in consumer behavior and consumption patterns
and levels.
One of the major factors that drives consumption is the main premise of the neoclassical economic
paradigm: that continuous economic growth (which is mainly based on ever-increasing growth in
production and consumption of material goods) is necessary and desirable. This idea simply cannot
work in the world of finite resources, as is also suggested by the economist Kenneth Boulding:
―Anyone who believes exponential growth can go on forever in a finite world is either a madman or an
economist‖ [106].
Adopting more sustainable patterns of consumption is an important step, but is definitely not
sufficient given the scale of change required to create sustainable consumption [107]. More
fundamental systems-level changes are needed in order to reduce overall levels of material
consumption. As suggested by Meadows, fundamental changes in society are needed, and the most
effective leverage point is to transcend the current paradigm of economic growth and to change the
mindset and value basis of society [108].
The importance of systems thinking is also apparent when we consider how to promote sustainable
consumption. The limits of the spill-over effect on sustainable behaviors and the limits of efficiency
measures (as demonstrated by rebounds effects) make it necessary to target entire ways of life that are
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currently based on normalized unsustainable consumption, rather than focusing on changing individual
behaviors. Similarly, a focus at the individual level is misguided: the social norms and values
underlying mainstream society have the most significant impact on consumption behavior; thus, policy
intervention should take place at this level.
If the main goal of societal development, economic and infrastructure growth, and business
development is to create a healthy society with happy and satisfied people, then it seems that the
current system pursuing GDP growth at any cost, in failing to deliver consistent improvements in well
being, has failed on its own terms [109]. Sociological and psychological studies demonstrate that in
order to be happy, people need to have their basic needs satisfied (see Part II on how ―needs‖ are
socially constructed and continually increasing), but it is equally important that their entire lives
should not be spent in constant pursuit of material wealth; many examples indicate than when faced
with conditions that allow people in the Western world to reassess their work life balance, a significant
number choose to work fewer hours for a reduced income.
A number of policy interventions are known to motivate more sustainable consumption, for
example, Ecological Tax Reform. Although many of these interventions are well known, tested
and documented, governments may feel constrained in their ability to implement more radical
reforms—reforms on the scale required by the environmental challenges faced—due to current lack of
public support and intense lobbying from industry and private stakeholders. Again, this leads to the
conclusion that technical policy interventions alone will prove insufficient for society to achieve
sustainable consumption patterns: a paradigm shift which redefines the values and norms that underlie
the way we choose to live is required. Therefore, it is important to not only consider formal
institutional factors that influence and shape consumption, but also factors of individual and collective
human behavior that guide their consumption. These factors are discussed in Part II of this paper.
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